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Abstract
Stochastic differential equations (SDEs) models play a prominent role in many application areas including
biology, epidemiology and population dynamics, mostly because they can offer a more sophisticated insight through
physical phenomena than their deterministic counterparts do. So, suitable numerical methods must be introduced
to simulate the solutions of the resulting stochastic differential systems. In this work we take into account both
Euler–Taylor expansion and Runge–Kutta-type methods for stochastic ordinary differential equations (SODEs) and
the Euler–Maruyama method for stochastic delay differential equations (SDDEs), focusing on the most relevant
implementation issues. The corresponding Matlab codes for both SODEs and SDDEs problems are tested on
mathematical models arising in the biosciences.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the last years there has been an explosion of interest in the ﬁeld of stochastic models especially in
emerging disciplines such as computational biology/bioinformatics and ﬁnancial mathematics but also
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in other application areas including population dynamics, epidemiology and mechanics. Crucial to the
development of these models is a clear understanding of the effects of randomness as drivers not only
for change but also stability. In population dynamics stochastic models may arise if we assume that the
observed biological systems operate in noisy environments or if we want to model noisy behaviour in the
systems themselves, for example, the intrinsic variability of interaction between individuals of two ormore
competing species [2,9]. A more sophisticated insight into physical phenomena may be achieved if we
consider problems with time-lag or after-effect. So we may obtain either stochastic ordinary differential
equations (SODEs) or stochastic delay differential equations (SDDEs), respectively, the latter generalizing
both deterministic delay differential equations (DDEs) and stochastic ordinary differential equations.
In Section 2 we will state the problem for SODEs and in Section 3 we will analyse numerical methods
for SODEs. Sections 4 and 5will be devoted to the statement of the problem for SDDEs and the description
of the Euler–Maruyama method for SDDEs. Section 6 will report the numerical experiments performed
on stochastic models arising in population dynamics.
2. Statement of the problem for SODEs
We will consider the Itô stochastic differential system of the type
dXt = f (t, Xt ) dt + g(t, Xt ) dWt
Xt0 =X0, t ∈ [0, T ], (1)
where the solution {Xt, t ∈ [0, T ]} is an Itô process, f is the deterministic continuous component or drift
coefﬁcient and g is the continuous random component or diffusion coefﬁcient.
f is an m-vector-valued function, g is an m × d matrix-valued function and Wt is a d-dimensional
stochastic Wiener process having increments Wjt = Wj(t + t) − Wj(t), j = 1, . . . , d which are
independent from each other Gaussian random variables N(0,t)-distributed.
Eq. (1) can be written as a stochastic integral equation
Xt =X0 +
∫ t
0
f (s,Xs) ds +
∫ t
0
g(s,Xs) dWs , (2)
where the ﬁrst integral is a deterministic Riemann–Stieltjes integral and the second one is a stochastic
integral which can be interpreted in many ways. The two most studied interpretations are those of Itô and
Stratonovich, depending on what point of the partition subintervals [tn, tn+1] the integrand is evaluated:
the lower end point tn in the case of Itô integral, the midpoint (tn + tn+1)/2 in the Stratonovich case.
The Stratonovich form of an SODE is sometimes distinguished by the symbol ◦, i.e.
dXt = f (t, Xt ) dt + g(t, Xt ) ◦ dWt
Xt0 =X0, t ∈ [0, T ] (3)
and it follows the common rules of integral calculus. On the other hand, the Itô formulation has connec-
tions with diffusion processes and has the advantage of preserving the martingale property of theWiener
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process, which provides many theoretical advantages. For example, the solution of the Itô SODE (1)
is a diffusion process with transition probability density p = p(s, x; t, y) satisfying the Fokker–Planck
equation
p
t
+ 
y
(fp)− 
2
y2
(g2p)= 0. (4)
The chain rule for Itô stochastic calculus differs from that of deterministic calculus by the inclusion of
an extra term which arises from the property of the Itô integral∫ t
0
W(s) dW(s)= 1
2
W 2(t)− 1
2
t, with probability 1, (5)
which symbolically may be written as E[(dW(t))2]=dt . Anyway, it is always possible to switch between
one interpretation and the other because an Itô SODE can be converted to a Stratonovich SODE (and
vice versa) by means of the following simple formula:
f i(t, Xt )= f i(t, Xt )− 12
d∑
k=1
m∑
j=1
gk,j (t, Xt )
gk,j
xk
(t, Xt ). (6)
Usually, the choice of interpretation depends on the type of analysis required of the solution and of the
underlying model analysis.
In problems involving direct simulations of Itô processes it is important that trajectories, i.e. the sample
paths, of the approximation be close to those of the Itô process and this leads to the concept of strong
solution of a stochastic differential equation. This is the case when the solution is required for a given
path—a so called pathwise solution. The ability of a method to compute strong solutions on average is
quantiﬁed by the strong order of convergence. Instead, if only expected value type information about the
solution is needed, then a weak solution is looked for.
3. Numerical methods for SODEs
We will focus our attention to methods that yield processes Y whose paths are close to the respective
paths of the strong solution X of the SODE being examined. As an error criterion we can consider the
global mean square error
E[(XT − YT )2], (7)
where T is the right end point of the time interval, or else the global error
E[|XT − YT |]. (8)
A method us said to have strong order of convergence equal to  if there exists a constant C such that
E[|XT − YT |]C(t), t = stepsize. (9)
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Strong and weak convergences concern the accuracy of a numerical method over a ﬁnite interval [0, T ]
for small stepsizes t . The strong order of convergence (9) measures the rate at which the “mean of the
error” decays as t → 0. The weak order of convergence, instead, measures the rate of decay of the
“error of the means” [12].
3.1. Methods of order 0.5 and 1
Given the discretization of the time interval [0, T ]
t0 = 0< t1< t2< · · ·< tn < · · ·< tN < tN+1 = T ,
the simplest stochastic numerical scheme for the Itô system (1) is the multidimensional Euler–Maruyama
(EM) method
Y kn+1 = Y kn + f (tn, Y kn )tn + g(tn, Y kn )Wkn ,
Y k0 =Xk0, k = 1, . . . , m, (10)
where Yn is the numerical solution of (1) at time tn,tn=tn+1−tn andWkn=Wkn+1−Wkn=Wktn+1−Wktn=
Wk(tn+1)−Wk(tn), n=0, 1, 2, . . . , N .The noise incrementsWkn areN(0,tn)-distributed independent
random variables which can be generated numerically by pseudo-random number generators.An efﬁcient
way to evaluate the increments of the Wiener process Wn is to consider
Wkn =
√
tnInk , (11)
where Ink is the nth realization of Ik , the Gaussian random variable N(0, 1) [5]. The EM method has
strong order of accuracy = 0.5, is numerically stable and converges to the Itô solution of the Itô system
(1) [15]. Recently Higham et al. proved the asymptotic and mean square stability of the EM method and
that its strong convergence can be achieved under less restricted conditions than the global Lipschitz
assumption of the drift and diffusion coefﬁcients [13].
In order to obtain more efﬁcient methods than the EM, one can consider the truncated forms of the
stochastic Taylor series formula [15]. If the Itô SODE (1) is written in the integral form (2) and f and g
are expanded in an Itô–Taylor stochastic series about X0, then the solution Xt may be represented as an
inﬁnite series. Higher order numerical schemes are obtained by truncating the Itô–Taylor expansion at
different terms. The Milstein scheme is the numerically stable strong Taylor scheme of order 1.
The general multidimensional form for it is
Y kn+1 = Y kn + f ktn +
d∑
j=1
gk,jWjn +
d∑
j1,j2=1
Lj1gk,j2I (j1, j2),
Y k0 =Xk0, k = 1, 2, . . . , m, (12)
where Lj is the differential operator
Lj =
m∑
k=1
gk,j

xk
, j = 1, 2, . . . , d (13)
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and
I (j1, j2)=
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ s1
tn
dWj1s2 dW
j2
s1 (14)
are multiple stochastic integrals.
If the system has diagonal noise the multidimensional Milstein scheme may be signiﬁcantly simpliﬁed
in the following form:
Y kn+1 = Y kn + f ktn + gk,kWkn + gk,k
gk,k
xk
((Wkn )
2 − tn)
Y k0 =Xk0, k = 1, 2, . . . , m. (15)
Method (15) is a particular case of the general multidimensionalMilstein scheme in the fully commutative
case, that is when the diffusion matrix satisﬁes the commutativity condition
Lj1gk,j2 = Lj2gk,j1, ∀j1, j2 = 1, . . . , d and k = 1, . . . , m. (16)
In this case, higher order stochastic integrals (14) need not be simulated. Higher order numerical methods
can be obtained by the truncated Itô–Taylor expansions but this technique involves considerable com-
plexities in implementation because of the approximation of higher order stochastic integrals and the
evaluation of higher order derivatives of both the drift and diffusion coefﬁcients. It is natural then to look
at methods that are derivative-free. It has been shown that it is not sufﬁcient to take extant Runge–Kutta
schemes and apply them to SODEs [14]. One approach is to replace the derivatives in the stochastic Taylor
approximation by differences [16]. For the derivative-free versions of such methods, it has been proved
that they converge strongly with order at most 1 [17]. More general Runge–Kutta type schemes can be
constructed but it can be shown that they cannot exceed strong order 1 if only the increments Wn of
the Wiener process are used. To obtain higher order Runge–Kutta type methods more information about
higher order stochastic integrals are needed.
A general family of s-stage stochastic Runge–Kutta (SRK) methods for the SDE problem (3) with
d = 1 can be written as
Yi =Xn + h
s∑
j=1
aijf (Yj )+ J1
s∑
j=1
bijg(Yj ), i = 1, . . . , s,
Xn+1 =Xn + h
s∑
j=1
jf (Yj )+ J1
s∑
j=1
j g(Yj ), (17)
where A= (aij ) and B = (bij ) are s × s real matrices while T = (1, . . . , s) and T = (1, . . . , s) are
row s-dimensional vectors. If both A and B are strictly lower triangular, then (17) is said to be explicit,
otherwise it is implicit. The stochastic component comes from the J1 integral associated with B and ,
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where
J1 =
∫ tn+1
tn
◦ dW . (18)
Rümelin has shown that if f and g and the necessary partial derivatives of f and g are bounded, then (17)
converges uniformly on [0, T ] in the quadratic mean sense to the Itô solution of
dX = f (X)+  g
X
g(X)+ g(X) dW ,
where
= TBe.
So, if = 12 , then (17) converges to the solution of the corresponding Stratonovich equation [17]. Since
the condition TBe= 12 is a necessary condition for (17) to have strong order 1 then any method of strong
order 1 or higher will converge to the solution of the Stratonovich equation. The EMmethod has TBe=0
and therefore it will converge to the solution of the Itô equation.
In particular, Rümelin proved that if f and g are functions with continuous and bounded partial deriva-
tives up to the sixth order, then the strong order of (17) cannot exceed 1. Thus, if higher strong order
methods are required (17) has to be modiﬁed as to include other stochastic elements apart from just
the Wiener increment J1. K. Burrage and P. M. Burrage proved that this can be done by introducing an
arbitrary matrix Z(1) and vector z(1)T whose elements are themselves random variables [6].
Since the stepsize h is just J0=
∫ t0+h
t0
ds, for consistency the stepsize will be included in the parameter
matrix associated with the deterministic components, soZ(0)=hA and z(0)T=hT. Thus themore general
family of s-stage SRK methods for the one Wiener process case is given by
Yi =Xn + h
s∑
j=1
Z
(0)
ij f (Yj )+
s∑
j=1
Z
(1)
ij g(Yj ), i = 1, . . . , s,
Xn+1 =Xn + h
s∑
j=1
z
(0)
j f (Yj )+
s∑
j=1
z
(1)
j g(Yj ). (19)
Of course, (17) can be seen as a particular case of (19).
It can be shown that the strong order Rümelin’s barrier can be broken by constructing a class of 4-
stage explicit SRK methods with strong order 1.5 which relies on both the random variables, deﬁned on
an interval [t, t + h], J1 and J10/h =
√
h/2(g1 + g2/
√
3), where g1 and g2 are independent random
numbers from N(0, 1). This class of methods is suitable for one-dimensional Wiener processes or com-
mutative problems [8]. At the same time these order conditions allow the construction of a two-stage
explicit method of the form (17) (that is with maximum possible strong order 1) which is optimal in
terms of minimizing the local truncation error [5]. This method will be referenced by the code ‘R2’.
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The corresponding Butcher’s tableaus for the drift and diffusion terms are the following:
0 0
2
3 0
1
4
3
4
0 0
2
3 J1 0
1
4 J1
3
4 J1
(20)
When severalWiener processes are involved themultidimensional case is farmore complicated, especially
when the diffusion coefﬁcients do not commute with each other or with the drift coefﬁcient.
These facts point out one of the most important differences between deterministic and stochastic
settings: order results for the one-dimensional case, which in deterministic setting could be extended in
a natural way to the multidimensional case, in the stochastic setting cannot be extended.
The use of linear multistep formulae (LMF) associated with a predictor-corrector technique for the
implementation is considered in [4] where strong order convergence conditions up to order 1 are stated for
both commutative and non-commutative problems. In the case of additive noise order improvements are
obtained. Recently, general order conditions and a global convergence proof were given for Runge–Kutta
methods applied to Stratonovich SODEs [7] by a generalization of the idea of B-series as applied to ODEs
to the stochastic case. It can be shown that this strategy allows a general formalism for constructing higher
order stochastic methods, either explicit or implicit.
3.2. Linear stability
In many applications the long-term behaviour of an SDE is of interest. As for deterministic ODEs,
the stability theory deals with the behaviour of numerical methods in the t ﬁxed, tj → ∞ limit. If we
consider a linear scalar autonomous test equation with multiplicative noise
dX(t)= X(t) dt + X(t) dW(t), X(0)=X0, (21)
where  and  are complex constants, we may be interested in the stability properties of its trivial solution.
In the case where = 0 and X0 is constant, (21) reduces to the deterministic linear test equation, which
has solutions of the formX0 exp(t). The solutionX(t) is said stable if lim→∞X(t)=0 for anyX0, then
stability is characterized by R{}< 0. The stability properties of numerical methods for SDEs are much
more difﬁcult to analyse than those for ordinary differential equations (ODEs) because of the uncertainty
of the random variable Wt . The most commonmeasures of stability are themean-square and asymptotic
stability. Assuming that X0 = 0 with probability 1, the solution of (21) is said mean-square stable if
lim
t→∞ E[X(t)
2] = 0. (22)
It is asymptotically stable if
lim
t→∞ |X(t)| = 0, with probability 1. (23)
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In [18] Saito and Mitsui proved that a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for mean-square stability is
that
R{} + 1
2
||2< 0 (24)
and a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for asymptotic stability is
R
{
− 1
2
2
}
< 0. (25)
If =0 the two characterizations collapse to the same conditionR{}< 0 which is the stability condition
for ODEs. If a solution is mean-square stable, it is also asymptotically stable but not vice versa.
4. Statement of the problem for SDDEs
Let us consider the Itô scalar autonomous stochastic delay differential equation
dX(t)= f (X(t), X(t − )) dt + g(X(t),X(t − )) dW(t), t ∈ [0, T ], T > 0,
X(t)=(t), t ∈ [−, 0], (26)
with one ﬁxed delay . The initial function (t) is a measurable random variable on C([−, 0],R) (the
Banach space of all continuous paths from [−, 0] → R equipped with the supremum norm ‖‖ :=
sups∈[−,0]|(s)|,  ∈ C) such that E‖‖2<∞. The function f : [0, T ] × R × R → R is the drift
function, characterizing the local trend, the g : [0, T ] × R × R → R function is the diffusion func-
tion, which inﬂuences the average size of the ﬂuctuations of X. The functions f and g are assumed to
be continuous. If both f and g satisfy uniform Lipschitz conditions and linear growth conditions, Eq.
(26) has a pathwise (i.e. stochastically undistinguishable) unique strong solution. We are interested in
obtaining approximations to strong solutions of SDDEs in order to examine, for example, the depen-
dence of the solution on the initial function or on the parameters contained in the deﬁnition of the
SDDE.
5. Numerical methods for SDDEs
In the theory of deterministic DDEs, a scalar DDEwith a single ﬁxed lagmay be interpreted as a system
of ODEs on each interval of length . With this approach the problem of solving an SDDE is reduced
to that of solving a sequence of systems of SODEs of increasing dimension on successive intervals
[m, (m+ 1)].
Let us deﬁne a mesh with uniform stepsize on the interval [0, T ], h= T/N , tn = nh, n= 0, . . . , N .
We also assume that there exists an integer N such that the delay can be expressed as a multiple of the
stepsize, =Nh.We consider strong approximations X˜n of the solution X of (26) bymeans of the explicit
stochastic one step method
X˜n+1 = X˜n + (h, X˜n, X˜n−N, I), n= 0, . . . , N − 1, (27)
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where the initial values are given by X˜n−N := (tn − ) for n − N0. The increment function
(h, ·, ·, I) : R× R→ R incorporates a ﬁnite number of multiple Itô integrals, I, that is
I(j1,...,jl),h =
∫ tk+1
tk
. . .
∫ s2
tk
dWj1(s1) . . . dWjl (sl), (28)
where ji ∈ {0, 1} and dW 0(t)= dt . The EM method takes the form
X˜n+1 = X˜n + hf (X˜n, X˜n−N)+ g(X˜n, X˜n−N)Wn+1, (29)
whereWn+1=W(n+1)h−Wnh, n=0, . . . , N−1 are independentN(0, h)-distributed Gaussian random
variables.
A numericalmethod (27) is said consistent of orderp1 in themean andwith orderp2 in themean-square
sense if the following hold with p1p2 + 12 and p2 12
max
0nN−1 |E(X(tn+1)− X˜(tn+1))|Ch
p1 as h → 0 (30)
and
max
0nN−1(E|X(tn+1)− X˜(tn+1|
2)1/2Chp2 as h → 0, (31)
where C is a real constant independent of h but generally depending on T and the initial function.
Note that 	n+1 = X(tn+1) − X˜(tn+1) is the local error since X˜(tn+1) is the value of the approximate
solution at tn+1 obtained after just one step of the numerical method (that is assuming X˜n to be “exact”).
Baker and Buckwar in [1] proved that under suitable conditions on the increment function , if f and
g are such that (26) has a unique strong solution and if the one step method (27) is consistent with order
p1 in the mean and order p2 in the mean-square sense, then method (27) is convergent, as h → 0, with
/h ∈ N, with order p = p2 − 12 . That is, convergence is in the mean-square sense and
max
1nN
(E|X(tn)− X˜(tn)|2)1/2Chp as h → 0, (32)
where 
n=X(tn)−X˜(tn) is the global error since X˜n is the value at tn of the approximate solution computed
by the numerical method. Under the same assumptions on the increment function to achieve convergence,
Baker and Buckwar also proved stability in the quadratic mean-square sense of the numerical method.
For the EM method they proved its convergence with order p = 12 in the mean-square sense and if
the SDDE has additive noise, then EM is consistent with order p1 = 2 in the mean and p2 = 32 in the
mean-square sense, which implies order of convergence p = 1 in the mean-square sense.
6. Numerical experiments
Remark 1. In all experiments, we assumed the stochastic equations to be of Itô type.
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As a start, we consider two stochastic versions of the ODEs model for phage-bacteria interaction, in
dimensionless form, introduced by Beretta and Kuang in [3]
ds(t)
dt
= as(t)(1− (i(t)+ s(t)))− s(t)p(t),
di(t)
dt
= s(t)p(t)− li(t),
dp(t)
dt
=−s(t)p(t)−mpp(t)+ bli(t), (33)
where s are the susceptible bacteria, i the infected bacteria, p the phages (viruses) and the parameters
a, l,mp, b are, respectively, the bacteria logistic growth, the bacteria lysis death rate, the phages death
rate and the virus replication factor.As a ﬁrst case, we allow white noise stochastic perturbations to affect
the positive endemic equilibrium E+ = (s∗, i∗, p∗) thus obtaining
ds(t)= [as(t)(1− (i(t)+ s(t)))− s(t)p(t)] dt + 1[s(t)− s∗] dW 1t ,
di(t)= [s(t)p(t)− li(t)] dt + 2[i(t)− i∗] dW 2t ,
dp(t)= [−s(t)p(t)−mpp(t)+ bli(t)] dt + 3[p(t)− p∗] dW 3t , (34)
where i , i = 1, 2, 3, are real constants and Wit =Wi(t), i = 1, 2, 3, are independent from each other
standard Wiener processes. We assume the positive equilibrium E+ is locally asymptotically stable.
Working on the linearized SODEs around the positive equilibrium E+ so that the positive equilibrium
E+ corresponds to the trivial solution u(t)= 0, by Lyapunov functions methods, it can be proved that the
zero solution of the linearized system is asymptotically mean-square stable, thus asymptotically stable
in probability [9]. The approximate strong solution of the Itô system (34) was computed by both the EM
and Milstein methods.
Remark that Runge–Kutta-type schemes should not be used for Itô SODEs as they are generally not
consistent with Itô stochastic calculus or, in the special cases when they are consistent, for example when
applied to SODEs with additive noise, they attain only a low order of convergence.
The global error at the right-end point T alongM = 50 Brownian paths was evaluated both for the EM
and the Milstein methods. In Fig. 1 the global errors at T are plotted against t on log–log scales. For
reference, straight dotted lines of slopes 12 (EM) and 1 (Milstein) are added in the plots. The ﬁgure shows
that order results that in deterministic setting can be naturally extended from the linear to the nonlinear
case, in stochastic setting cannot be extended.
Remark 2. In order to obtain the correct solution along each Brownian path, it is crucial that the stepsize
of the numericalmethod be amultiple of that of theBrownian path or, in otherwords, that the discretization
of the Brownian path be a subset of that of the numerical method. In order to fulﬁll such requirement,
we set  = 2k−1	, k = 1, . . . , 5, where 	 is the Brownian path stepsize and  is the numerical method
stepsize. The “exact” or “reference” solution is the one for which = 	.
As a second case we allow white noise and coloured noise stochastic perturbations to affect the most
signiﬁcant parameters involved in the model.
We ﬁrst consider singlewhite noise perturbations on the parameters a, l,mp and then addmore stochas-
ticity perturbing l and mp jointly by a two-dimensional Wiener process and then a, l and mp jointly by
a three-dimensional Wiener process. As a ﬁnal case we show how white noise perturbations on b affect
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Fig. 1. Strong convergence of the EM (top ﬁgure) and Milstein (bottom) methods applied to the stochastic phage-bacteria model
(34). The global error at the right-end point T is plotted against t in log–log scales. The reference dotted straight lines have
slopes 12 and 1, respectively.
the system. In this case they do not account for randomness in the environment but model intrinsic vari-
ability in the mechanism of reproduction of the phages [11]. In all cases the model results in a system of
Itô SODEs, whose solution is pathwise approximated by both the EMmethod and the Runge–Kutta-type
method R2 applied to the corresponding Stratonovich SODEs obtained by the modiﬁcation of the drift
term according to formula (6).
So, if we consider white noise stochastic perturbations on the parameters a, l,m and b, they take the
form
a˜ = a + W ,
l˜ = l + W ,
m˜p =mp + W ,
b˜ = b + 	W , (35)
where , , , 	 ∈ R andW is a standard Wiener process.
If we account for joint randomness of l and m and for a, l and m driven by two- or three-dimensional
Wiener processes, then we can set{
l˜ = l + W1,
m˜p =mp + W2, (36){
a˜ = a + W1,
l˜ = l + W2,
m˜p =mp + W3,
(37)
whereW1,W2,W3 are the independent from each other Wiener processes.
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The resulting Itô SODEs are the following:
(1) Perturbations on a
ds = (as(1− (i + s))− sp) dt + (s(1− (i + s))) dW ,
di = (sp − li) dt ,
dp = (−sp −mpp + bli) dt . (38)
(2) Perturbations on l
ds = (as (1− (i + s))− sp) dt ,
di = (sp − li) dt − i dW ,
dp = (−sp −mpp + bli) dt + bi dW . (39)
(3) Perturbations on mp
ds = (as(1− (i + s))− sp) dt ,
di = (sp − li) dt ,
dp = (−sp −mpp + bli) dt + p dW . (40)
(4) Perturbations on l, mp
ds = (as(1− (i + s))− sp) dt ,
di = (sp − li) dt − i dW1,
dp = (−sp −mpp + bli) dt + p dW2. (41)
(5) Perturbations on a, l,mp
ds = (as(1− (i + s))− sp) dt + (s(1− (i + s))) dW1,
di = (sp − li) dt − i dW2,
dp = (−sp −mpp + bli) dt + p dW3. (42)
(6) Perturbations on b
ds = (as(1− (i + s))− sp) dt ,
di = (sp − li) dt ,
dp = (−sp −mpp + bli) dt + 	li dW . (43)
Applying formula (6) to the drift vectors of systems (38)–(43) the corresponding modiﬁed drifts for
SODEs of Stratonovich type are
(1)
f 1 = f 1 − 12 (2s(1− (i + s))(1− i − 2s)), (44)
(2)
f 2 = f 2 − 122i,
f 3 = f 3 + 122bi, (45)
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(3)
f 3 = f 3 − 122p, (46)
(4)
f 2 = f 2 − 122i,
f 3 = f 3 − 122p, (47)
(5)
f 1 = f 1 − 12 (2s(1− (i + s))(1− i − 2s)),
f 2 = f 2 − 122i,
f 3 = f 3 − 122p, (48)
(6)
f 3 = f 3, (49)
where the superscript k means the kth component of the drift vector.
Since asymptotic stability concerns events with probability 1, the dynamical behaviour of the stochastic
model (34) may be investigated by computing the solution along one sample path.
To achieve simulations of the solution of (38)–(43) with modiﬁed drifts (44)–(49) we used the R2
method along 1 single path and obtained plots of the solution (Fig. 2). In the case of joint perturbations
of parameters a, l,mp, the global error at T was evaluated by the EM method along M = 50 Brownian
paths. Results are plotted in Fig. 3. Again, a straight dotted line of slope 12 is added for reference.
A Gaussian white noise process may be thought of as a wide stationary stochastic process with zero
mean and constant non zero spectral density. The name comes from the fact that its mean power is
uniformly distributed in frequency and this is characteristic of white light. A white noise process may
be seen as the derivative (which does not exists) of a Wiener process, but since the paths of a Wiener
process are nowhere differentiable, a white noise cannot be considered a stochastic process in the usual
way but it must be interpreted in the sense of generalized functions such as the Dirac 	 function. A
white noise process cannot be physically realized but can be approximated with any order of accuracy
by conventional stochastic processes with wide spectral bands which are commonly said coloured noise
processes. In reality, white noise processes are considered more treatable idealizations of red noise
processes, for which the autocorrelation function at different times may be arbitrarily small.
Consider perturbing some parameter p in an ODE model by
p = p0 + p1X(t), p0, p1 ∈ R, (50)
by the coloured noise process X(t), where X(t) is an Orstein–Uhlenbeck process that is X(t) satisﬁes
the linear additive SDE
dX(t)= uX(t) dt + v dW(t), (51)
with W a standard Wiener process. Then the underlying ODE can be written as an SDE with additive
noise in such a way that the dimension of the system increase by one each time a parameter is perturbed
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Fig. 2. Top left ﬁgure plots the solution of the phage-bacteria deterministic model (33). The other ﬁgures—from top to bottom
and left to right—show the solution of the stochastic models (38)–(40), (43) and (42) obtained, respectively, by perturbing the
parameters a, l,m and b alone, and a, l,mp jointly by white noise processes. MethodR2 is used after the modiﬁcation of the drift
vectors. The simulations show that model (34) is less sensitive to stochastic ﬂuctuations on parameters l and b than to parameters
a and m.
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Fig. 3. Global error at T of the solution of the stochastic model (42) computed by the EM method. The reference straight dotted
line has slope 12 .
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Fig. 4. Plots of the solution of the stochastic phage-bacteria model obtained by perturbing parameters a (top ﬁgure), l (middle)
and b (bottom) by coloured noise processes according to (50) and (51). Method R2 is used after the modiﬁcation of the drift
vectors.
this way. The point about this is that it is easier to construct efﬁcient higher order numerical methods for
additive SDEs.
The solution of systems of the kind (50)–(51) achieved by perturbing the parameters a, l, b by different
coloured noise processeswas computed by theR2 method along 1 pathwithmodiﬁed drifts. The respective
plots are reported in Fig. 4. It can be seen that both the environment and the variability in themechanism of
reproduction of phages completely destroy the dynamical behaviour of the system which, under the same
conditions but in deterministic setting, evolves towards the vanishing of the phages while the susceptible
bacteria approximate their maximum value s=1. This suggests that model (33) is not robust with respect
to coloured (and white) noise perturbations on its parameters [11].
When dealing with SDDEs, ﬁrst we consider the linear scalar test equation
dX(t)= (X(t)+ X(t − 1)) dt + (1 + 2X(t)+ 3X(t − 1)) dW(t),
X(t)= (t), t ∈ [−1, 0]. (52)
We simulate the solution by means of the EM method (29) and analyse the order of convergence com-
puting the global mean-square error (MSE) at T over M = 50 paths. In the case of additive noise the
numerical experiments conﬁrm that the order is 2p = 2. In the case of multiplicative noise the order
is 2p = 1 (Fig. 5). A different matter is to examine the inﬂuence of parameters i , i = 1, 2, 3 on the
solution of the deterministic test equation x′(t) = x(t) + x(t − ). In Fig. 6 we perturbed the ′is
once at a time according to i = 0.5, i = 1, 2, 3. Our simulations show that in presence of multiplica-
tive noise the dynamical behaviour of the system is completely different from that of the deterministic
one.
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Fig. 5. Strong convergence of the EM method applied to the test SDDE (52) with additive (top ﬁgure) and multiplicative noise
(middle and bottom). The global mean-square error at T is plotted against t in log–log scales. The reference dotted straight
lines have slopes 1 (top ﬁgure) and 12 (middle and bottom).
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Fig. 6. Plots of the solution of the test SDDE (52) with = 0.0 and =−1.45. Top left ﬁgure has i = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. Top right
ﬁgure has 1 = 1 and i = 0, i = 2, 3. Bottom left ﬁgure has 2 = 1 and i = 0, i = 1, 3. Bottom right ﬁgure has 3 = 1 and
i = 0, i = 1, 2.
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Fig. 7. Plots of the solution of the stochastic Campbell-like delay models (56) (top ﬁgure), (57) (middle) and (58) (bottom),
obtained by assuming white noise ﬂuctuations, respectively, on the parameter of logistic growth of bacteria, on the inﬂow/outﬂow
of phages and on both.
Next, we consider different stochastic extensions of the Campbell-like model [2,10] in dimensionless
form
ds(t)
dt
= as(t)(1− s(t))− s(t)p(t),
dp(t)
dt
=−mpp(t)− s(t)p(t)+ be−mis(t − )p(t − ) (53)
and
i(t)=
∫ t
t−
e−mi(t−)s()p() d, (54)
where s are the susceptible bacteria, i the infected bacteria, p the phages (viruses) and the parameters
a,mp,mi are, respectively, the bacteria logistic growth, the phages death rate, the infected bacteria death
rate and the virus replication factor.  is the latency period or incubation time, that is the time during
which the phages reproduce themselves inside the bacteria before they are released into solution.
As a ﬁrst case we assume that environmental ﬂuctuations mainly affect the logistic growth of bacteria
a according to
a = a + W1(t), (55)
where  ∈ R andW1(t) is a Wiener process, obtaining
ds(t)= [s(t)(a(1− s(t))− s(t)p(t)] dt + [s(t)(1− s(t))] dW1(t),
dp(t)= [−mpp(t)− s(t)p(t)+ be−mis(t − )p(t − )] dt . (56)
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As a second case we assume that environmental ﬂuctuations may affect the phage equation by a possible
stochastic inﬂow/outﬂow, sayW2(t), from surrounding regions.
We assume the other parameters of deterministic model (53) and (54) to be negligibly affected by
stochastic ﬂuctuations, thus obtaining
ds(t)= [as(t)(1− s(t)))− s(t)p(t)] dt ,
dp(t)= [−mpp(t)− s(t)p(t)+ be−mis(t − )p(t − )] +  dW2(t). (57)
As a last case, we allow both forms of stochasticity to simultaneously affect the system, obtaining
ds(t)= [s(t)(a(1− s(t)))− s(t)p(t)] dt + [s(t)(1− s(t))] dW1(t),
dp(t)= [−mpp(t)− s(t)p(t)+ be−mis(t − )p(t − )] +  dW2(t). (58)
Plots of the solution along one path are given in Fig. 7. The numerical simulations suggest that the
Campbell-like delay model for phage-bacteria interaction is robust with respect to such kind of stochastic
perturbations [10].
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